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Beryllium: Chemistry’s Littlest Rule Breaker

Be+

Be F

F-

Be F-

BeF- : Be(1S0) + F-(1S0)

BeF : Be+(2S1/2) + F-(1S0)

Ionic bonding

Given that these two atoms
are closed shell, there is no
obvious incentive to bond
to form the anion.

In the neutral molecule, the
Be donates an electron to F,
in an ionic fashion.

• Beryllium is known to exhibit 
unexpectedly strong attractive forces 
under conditions where it is considered a 
closed shell atom:

ØBe2 dimer
ØHe- BeO

• Understanding abnormal bonding with 
beryllium can:
1. Improve theoretical models
2. Push the bounds of our 

fundamental chemical 
understanding.

• BeF- anion has only been studied 
theoretically, with a suggested bond 
energy of 342 kJ/mol. 2

• In our work, we seek to provide 
experimental confirmation of the bonding 
in BeF-.

Figure 2. VMI image and spectrum of the BeF X2!+ß BeF- X1!+ 

transition, taken at a photodetachment wavelength of 1064 nm.
Figure 1. Potential energy curves 
of BeF and BeF-,with associated 
vibronic transitions.
Table 1. Electron affinities (EA), vibrational 
frequencies (ωe), and bond dissociation 
energies (De) for BeF and BeF-. All values 
are given in wavenumbers (cm-1).

Experiment and theory agree: 
BeF- is significantly bound. 

Ø What is causing the bond to 
occur?

• Image anisotropy (!) is consistent 
with the expected 2!+ ß 1!+ type 
transition for BeF ß BeF-.
• Our theoretical results support past
theoretical work, suggesting a
bound molecule.
• Experimentally determined 

constants agree well with the our 
theoretical constants, and those 
previously reported.

Velocity Map Imaging Photoelectron Spectroscopy
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VMI Instrument:

Laser ablation and mass 
separation of ions

Adjustment of molecular 
beam by ion optics

Photodetachment of 
electrons from anions via 
pulsed laser output

Imaging of electrons via velocity 
map imaging (VMI) optics and 
camera

What we are imaging:

Anion Ground State

Neutral Ground State

Tunable h!

Electron binding 
energy (eBE) for 
0ß0 transition

• Electrons are removed from the anion using a high energy photon (h!) from a pulsed laser.
• Any energy that is not used in the photodetachment process is imparted to the removed
electron as kinetic energy (eKE).
• All electrons with the same eKE are mapped to the same distance, r, from the center of the
detector screen.
• Images are converted into spectra, and electron binding energies (eBE), or the A- à A
transition energies, are determined by subtracting the eKE from the known laser energy.

r1=eKE1
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Possible causes for dative bonding in BeF-: 

Dative bonding in BeF-

e-

+ -+-

e-

FBe

Be F

• Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) population 
analysis (CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ) did not 
show orbitals that significantly contributed 
to bonding.
• 2nd order perturbation of Fock matrix

revealed back donation from the F-
2s/2pz hybrid orbital into the Be 2s/2pz
hybrid orbital, indicating dative 
bonding.

How is this bond unique?
• Isoelectronic series (BeNe, BNe+) show only 

weak Van der Waals interactions.
• Other Be diatomic molecules (BeO-, BeS-) 

show more equal sharing of electrons.
• Dative bonds are normal weak, but the bond 

strength of BeF- is equal to that of a C-C bond.

Future Directions: Diving Deeper
Confirmation of dative bonding in BeF- introduces the question: 
What characteristics of beryllium allow for this phenomenon?

• electron correlation
• excited state participation 3

• Be polarizability
• Lewis acidity of Be

By understanding what makes beryllium unique, we can better refine 
our knowledge of chemical bonding, in general.


